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LOCAL FAILURE OF BURNING BODY INVOLVING

VOLUME FORCES

Abstract

A problem of failure mechanics for a medium weakened by a crack-visible
cavity with burning surface is considered. It is assumed that volume forces
hold. Quasistatic process of fuel deformation is considered. A model of bridged
crack is used. Sufficient condition of stability of ”burning-failure” condition is
obtained.

Solid fuel finds its wide application in very different fields of engineering. When
engines work in solid fuel, sometimes there happens off-desing condition and this
leads to explosion. The most extended cause of this phenomenon is that there were
inadmissibly great cracklike defects arising as a rule in technological process.

Let a burning body have a crack-visible cavity whose surface burns. We assume
that all the reagents of the fuel are uniformly distributed in solid phase and the
combustion reaction products are gaseous. We are restricted by the times small in
comparison with typical stress relaxation time in fuel and typical fuel heating time
because of heat conductivity. By this assumption we can assume that the body
is brittle its temperature is constant. We use a bridged crack model that has get
experimental affirmation [1-3] for composite materials with a polymer binder when
adhesive strength is less than the strength of polymers.

We consider a model of a crack with cohesive forces (bondings) that are con-
tinuously distributed in the narrow end area of the crack and have a deformation
diagram. Gas flow equatons in the crack-visible cavity are assumed to be local -
iso-entropic and irrotational, the gas ideal.

Let the solid fuel occupy the plane Oxy. In the plane Oxy, the crack-visible cav-
ity with end areas is represented by a cut of length 2` along the axis x, the thickness
of the cut h << `. Moreover, the cohesive forces (bondings) will be concentrated
in some narrow domain D. The size of this domain is not known beforehand and
should be defined from the problem solution. Everywhere in the sequel, we shall
take the boundary conditions from the surface of the cavity to the plane y = 0 just
in the same way as in the theory of thin wing in aerodynamics.

It is assumed that volume forces F = X + iY act on fuel particles. Here X, Y

are the given components of the volume force vector.
The boundary conditions for solid fuel are written in the form

σy − iτxy = −p (x) for y = 0, λ1 < x < λ2

σy − iτxy = qy (x)− iqxy (x) for y = 0, a ≤ x ≤ λ1, and λ2 ≤ x ≤ b.
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